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Abstract 

Big Data is a rapidly evolving and maturing field which places significant data storage and 

processing power at our disposal. To take advantage of this power, we need to create new means 

of collecting and processing large volumes of data at high speed. Meanwhile, as companies and 

organizations such as health services realize the importance and value of "joined-up thinking" 

across supply chains and healthcare pathways, for example, this creates a demand for a new 

type of approach to Business Activity Monitoring and Management. This new approach requires 

Big Data solutions to cope with the volume and speed of transactions across global supply 

chains. In this paper we describe a methodology and framework to leverage Big Data and 

Analytics to deliver a Decision Support framework to support Business Process Improvement, 

using near real-time process analytics in a decision-support environment. The system supports 

the capture and analysis of hierarchical process data, allowing analysis to take place at different 

organizational and process levels. Individual business units can perform their own process 

monitoring. An event-correlation mechanism is built into the system, allowing the monitoring of 

individual process instances or paths. 
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1. Introduction 

The Internet era has led to the production of increasing amounts of digital data [1]. Big Data 

(BD) is an emerging phenomenon [2] which has drawn huge attention from researchers in 

information sciences, as well as policy and decision makers in governments and enterprises [3]. 

There are several definitions for the term, however, the predominant one seems to be that BD 

relates to datasets that have become too large to handle with the traditional or given computing 

environment [4]. It is fair to say that the IT world has been facing BD challenges for over four 

decades, but the definition of “big” has been changing from megabytes in the 1970s to the 

petabyte range today [5]. Within this phenomenon, [6] points out that BD can be seen as two 

different issues: big throughput and big analytics; the former includes the problems associated 

with storing and manipulating large amounts of data and the latter those concerned with 

transforming this data into knowledge. Focusing on the analytics, BD analytics is a workflow 

that distills Terabytes of low-value data down to, in some cases, a single bit of high-value data 

with the goal to see the big picture from the minutiae [7]. This new discipline requires new 

approaches to obtain insights from highly detailed, contextualized, and rich contents that may 

require complex math operations, such as machine learning or clustering  [2]. This diversity of 

tools and techniques for BD–driven analytics systems makes the process nontrivial. In the 

analytics of these kind of systems several artificial intelligence technologies play a crucial role 

[8]–[10].  

On the other hand, LaValle et al. [11] report that top-performing organizations ‘make decisions 

based on rigorous analysis at more than double the rate of lower performing organizations’ and 

that in such organizations analytic insight is being used to ‘guide both future strategies and day-

to-day operations’. In sum, literature reported significant interest in the potential of ‘big data’ 

and ‘analytics’ to transform the competitive landscape and to improve organizational 

performance [12]. Examples of the use of big data can be found in several sectors, including 

government [13], academia [14], medicine [15], climate science [16] and agriculture [17]. 

One of the main tools employed in organizations are Decision Support Systems (DSS). DSS are 

computer technology solutions that can be used to support complex decision making and 

problem solving [18]. Real-time, low latency monitoring and analysis of business events for 

decision making is key, but difficult to achieve [19]. The difficulties are intensified by those 

processes and supply chains which entail dealing with the integration of enterprise execution 

data across organizational boundaries. Such processes usually flow across heterogeneous 

systems such as business process execution language (BPEL) engines, Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) systems, and supply chain management (SCM) systems. The heterogeneity 

of these supporting systems makes the collection, integration and analysis of high volume 

business event data extremely difficult [20]. The new possibilities of storing and analyzing big 

data are changing the DSS landscape, including, for instance, decision support social networks 

[21]. 

Previous work by the authors [19] presented a big-data based DSS that provides visibility and 

overall business performance information on distributed processes. This DSS tool enables 

business users to access performance analytics data efficiently in a timely fashion, availing of 

performance measurements on an acceptable response time basis. This paper presents and 

extends a methodology presented also in [22] aimed to help users to deploy DSS tools in big 
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data environments. In a nutshell, the aim of this method is to assist business users in sustaining a 

comprehensive process improvement program by means of a DSS built on big data. The 

remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the five steps of the process 

to guide DSS implementation in Big Data environments for business process analytics. Section 

3 presents a case study that depicts the application of the process in a real scenario. Finally, 

section 4 concludes the paper and outlines potential research directions. 

2. Description of the process 

The Business Processes Improvement (BPI) arena incorporates a plethora of methods and 

approaches. In spite of this fertility, BPI seems to be art rather than science [23]. To avoid 

getting lost in the “improvement black box” it would be useful to have directions and rules that 

support the act of process improvement [24]. The effort presented in this paper is not a method 

for BPI. This is a method to deploy DSS in big data environments to be applied with the final 

aim of BPI. 

Thus, the methodology presented in this paper consists of five phases (Fig. 1). The first phase 

identifies business process models that we aim to monitor and improve. The second phase 

studies and defines the physical elements of the operational systems and prepares the analytical 

environment for collecting enterprise performance data. This phase will identify the steps that 

must be undertaken within the operational environment in order to gather and collect 

performance information. The third phase involves the implementation of listeners for capturing 

and collecting both structural and behavioral information from operational systems. The fourth 

phase monitors the execution of processes, and establishes quality control measures in order to 

identify critical paths and incompliant situations. And the fifth phase leverages the outcomes 

obtained from the previous step to reveal deficiencies in the process that was defined in the first 

phase. The deficiencies found determines those processes that are susceptible to be improved. 

Once the improvement measures have been undertaken, the lifecycle starts over again on a 

continuous refinement basis. 

 

Fig. 1. A methodology for business process improvement 
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2.1 PHASE 1. Definition 

In this phase, the identification of the distributed business process model along the large and 

complex supply chains are performed. Thus, the definition consists in discovering and defining 

the process that is aimed to be improved. Likewise, the purpose of this phase is not only to 

identify and represent the business process that has a significant value for the organization, but 

also to have clear insight into the strategic management of the enterprise and a good 

understanding of the business goals being pursued. This will help the analyst to identifying the 

critical processes or activities that must be monitored. For identification of the process models, 

authors use a method based on the tabular application development (TAD) methodology widely 

described in the work of Damij et al. [25]. Several steps are included in this phase, depicted as 

follows.  

2.1.1  Identification of scope and boundaries 

This step consists in identifying the scope and boundaries of the global business process, and 

defining the global business process itself. In large and complex supply chains, there are a 

considerable number of business entities that are involved in the business process, such as 

Manufacturing, Sales, Stock, Logistic, Accounting, etc. The determination of these participants 

is crucial for establishing the boundaries of sub-processes and discovering key interactions 

between enterprises (cross-functional) or departments (inter-departmental), hereinafter business 

nodes. 

The Fig. 2 illustrates a cross-functional business process that flows across six organizations, 

namely business nodes. The demand and delivery lines depict the global business process that 

must be identified in this step along with the business nodes involved. 

 

Fig. 2. Cross-functional business process 

2.1.2 Definition of sub-processes, activities and sub-activities 

In this step we have to iterate over each organizational node that has been identified in the 

previous step. For each organizational node previously defined, the aim is to discover sub-

processes, activities and sub-activities (see Fig. 3) associated with the global process identified 

in the previous step. 
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Fig. 3. Sample process hierarchy [14] 

As stated, this BPI methodology is sustained by the big-data based DSS system discussed in 

[19]. This IT solution presents capabilities to monitor and query the structural and behavioral 

properties of business processes. Hence, it is required to gather properties relevant to the 

structure of the processes and activities. Similarly, it is imperative to focus on the input, outputs 

and payloads of processes and activities, as this information will be essential at further stages 

for establishing the link between inter-related processes. 

2.1.3 Determination of level of detail within business processes 

According to [20], as depicted in Fig. 3 “a process may itself be composed of a number of 

different sub-processes or activities which in turn may be decomposed into a set of smaller 

related tasks” [10]. There is no globally accepted limit on the number of levels, and depending 

on the nature of the business process and the specific requirements on process improvement 

endeavors, it may be necessary to monitor both high level and low level processes. The actual 

number of levels must be identified in this step.  

The greater the number of nested levels, the more cumbersome is the deployment of the DSS, 

and the more complex is the monitoring and analysis of the performance information. 

Consequently, it is important to determine the trade-off between the deployment costs, and the 

final value of such data. If the performance information of an activity or sub-activities at a given 

level is neither crucial nor relevant, then it might be better to leave them out of the analysis. 

Additionally, each business node may have its own level of detail per process or activity. Every 

BASU (Business Analytics Service Unit) can perform the analysis of their own processes in 

isolation [19]. 

2.1.4 Development of model tables 

The last step in this first phase is to model the business process in a tabular form. This 

methodology follows a business process model representation using tables because they are 

useful for representing the sequence of events clearly, are easy to manage for business users 

[25], and simplify the deployment of the DSS system in further stages. 

In this step it is needed to create a table per business node (a very simplified representation of 

the business process model), where each table is organized as follows: the first column defines 
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the global business process definition of the business node. Consequently, this process is a sub-

process of the cross-organizational process defined in the first step. The second column presents 

the activities grouped by processes; the third column represents the nested level of the activity 

by making a reference to the parent activity. The fourth and last column lists a set of properties 

in the form of key value pairs. 

2.2 PHASE 2. Configuration 

During the configuration phase we prepare the analytical environment to receive structural event 

data from the operational systems that will feed the DSS for later analysis. Hence, this step is 

crucial for the overall success of the performance analysis, and equally important in the 

successful implementation of the DSS. During the configuration phase, software boundaries and 

inter-departmental processes within business nodes are identified. Likewise, the selection of the 

event data format, and the determination of instance correlation data are also undertaken. 

Finally, software listeners, along with a selection metrics and their threshold values, are 

established and implemented. Phase 2 consists of the steps outlined below: 

2.2.1 Business nodes provisioning and software boundaries identification 

In this step the system must provision a BASU component [19] per business node identified in 

the Definition phase. The number of nodes may vary depending on three main factors: 1) the 

nature of the business process that it is intended to analyze, 2) the performance of the DSS, and 

3) security issues due to the data sharing between the BASU unit and the GBAS (Global 

Business Analytic Service) component.  

The DSS described in previous works [19] allows individual companies in a supply chain to 

own and manage their data. Provided data sharing was not an issue, or if a single secure data 

store was acceptable to all process owners, we can provide one BASU unit per business node. 

Otherwise, it is possible to breakdown a business node into smaller business units, and 

provision a unique BASU component per unit. This solution is also valid for performance 

reasons. Subsequently, and as part of the business nodes provisioning step, it is necessary to 

load the process model tables into each corresponding BASU unit.  

Once we have provisioned all business nodes, we must identify the software boundaries within 

each business node. This will give us an insight into the software requirements on source 

systems when implementing the listener in a further step. Furthermore, these software 

boundaries are normally linked to inter-departmental sub-processes. Therefore, the use of the 

model tables developed in the Define phase are very useful to discover technological 

requirements for those processes that flow across heterogeneous systems. 

2.2.2 Selection of event data format 

The event format data that will feed the system must be established in this step. The selection of 

the right format will tackle the problems of integration described in [26]. According to [27], the 

most popular and accepted formats for process mining are XES, MXML and BPAF. The final 

selection of the format will depend on the business analyst and whether he or she considers it 

useful or not to maintain interoperability of the event logs with other process mining tools and 

techniques besides the DSS. 
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Within the DSS context, the legacy listener software may emit the event information to different 

endpoints depending on the message format provided. At this time, the platform presented in 

[19] supports a variety of widely adopted formats for representing event logs such as XES, 

MXML [27], [28] or even extended BPAF [28]. Every BASU unit transforms and correlates its 

own events by querying the event repository for previous instances. The DSS event correlation 

algorithm uses the event data specified in the message format, and consequently this correlation 

data is key for the accuracy and quality of the performance data. 

2.2.3 Event correlation data determination 

The goal of this step is the determination of which part of the message payload will be used to 

correlate instances. The term instance correlation refers to the unique identification of an event 

for a particular process instance or activity during execution. For instance, for an order process, 

the order number may be used to match the start and end of the event sequence in the timeline. 

Event correlation is on the critical path, and must be executed in a timely manner. Without the 

ability to correlate events, it is not possible to generate metrics or Key Performance Indicators 

(KPI) per process instance or activity [29]. Moreover, if the correlation data is not chosen in a 

correct way, established metrics would be incorrect, leading to a poor accuracy and loss of 

quality on analytical data. In this phase it is needed to look into the business process model table 

and identify the relationships among processes. The common properties along the business 

process will reveal good candidates for using their values as correlation data. Table 1 presents 

the identification of correlation properties. 

Process  Activity Activity Parent Properties 

1#P1 1#A1 

2#A2 

3#A3 

 

A1 

A1 

Prop1  

Prop1,Prop2,Prop3 

Prop1,Prop2 

2#P2 4#A4 

5#A5 

 

A4 

Prop1 

Prop1,Prop4 

Table 1 - Correlation properties identification on the model table 

2.2.4 Listeners implementation 

In this step the software needed to collect event execution data of instances is developed. Taking 

into account that it must deal with the format selected in step 2, the event data must contain at 

least the mandatory entries stated in Table 2: 

Field  Description Optional 

EventId 

Source 

ProcessDefinitionId 

ProcesName 

ActivityDefinitionId 

ActivityName 

ActivityParent 

Unique identifier for the event per business node.  

BASU unit. 

Definition of the process identified in model table. 

Name of the process. 

Definition of the activity identified in model table. 

Name of the activity. 

Parent of the current sub-activity. 

 

 

 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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StateTransition* 

Correlation[] 

Payload[] 

State transition for the current event. This is highly dependent of 
the message format. 

Set of key/value pairs used for correlation. 

Set of key/value pairs that represent the structural properties of the 
process or activity. 

 

 

X 

Table 2 - Event structure data. 

2.2.5 Selection of metrics and KPIs 

KPIs are indispensable to build a concrete understanding of what needs to be monitored and 

analyzed. Within a Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) context, the construction of metrics 

and KPIs is intended to be performed with minimum latency, and this can be a data-intensive 

process in big data based DSS systems with BAM capabilities, as indicated in [19]. Hence, the 

metrics and KPIs must be selected carefully. 

Once the metrics are triggered in the DSS, we may establish thresholds per process or activity. 

This decision depends whether there already exists or not in the DSS historical information 

where the expected execution time of a process or instance could be calculated or inferred. In 

such cases, the thresholds might be set in the BAM component to generate alerts, and hence 

detect non-compliant situations automatically. The structural metrics that the DSS is currently 

able to calculate are: 

 Running cases: number of instances executed for a given process or activity.  

 Successful cases: number of instances for a given process or activity that completed 

their execution successfully. 

 Failed cases: number of instances for a given process or activity that finalized their 

execution with a failure state. 

 Aborted cases: number of instances for a given process or activity that did not 

complete their execution.  

 

Apart from structural metrics, the process also defines some behavioral metrics inspired by the 

works of [30]: 

 Turnaround: Computes the gross execution time of a process instance or activity. 

 Wait time: Measures the elapsed time between the entrance of a process or activity in 

the system and the assignment of the process or activity to a user prior to the start of its 

execution. 

 Change-over time: Evaluates the elapsed time between the assignment of the process 

or activity to a user and the start of the execution of the process or activity. 

 Processing time: Measures the net execution time of a process instance or activity. 

 Suspend time: Gauges the time an execution of a process or activity is suspended. 
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Similarly, the methodology presented in this paper incorporates the performance dimension that 

is defined as a quality factor in the works of Heidari and Loucopoulos [31]. The following two 

measures refer to the performance dimension, and they are adapted to this methodology as KPIs 

that can be inferred from the metrics defined above. 

CYCLE-TIME 

Time is a universal and commonly used measure of performance. It is defined as the total time 

needed by a process or activity instance to transform a set of inputs into defined outputs [31], 

i.e. the total amount of time elapsed until task completion. This KPI is automatically derived 

from the “Turnaround” metrics defined in [30], and it is provided by the DSS. 

T ( a)=DD( a)+PD( a)  a = activity. 

T(a) = cycle Time duration of an activity. 

DD(a) = Delay Duration of an activity. 

PD(a) = Process Duration of an activity 

(processing time). 

DD( a)=CH ( a)+WT ( a)+ST (a )  DD(a) = Delay Duration of an activity. 

CH(a) = Change over time of a process or activity. 

WT(a) = Waiting time of a process or activity. 

ST(a) = Suspended time of a process or activity. 

OF : MinT (a )  OF = Objective Function. 

TIME EFFICIENCY 

This KPI is derived from the Time Efficiency quality factor defined in QEF. Activity Time 

Efficiency measures “how an activity execution is successful in avoiding wasted time”. This 

KPI is the “mean of Time Efficiency in different instances of an activity execution”. Formulae 

for Time Efficiency KPI calculation are defined as follows: 

100x
T(a)

PT(a)
=ET(a)  

a = process or activity 

ET(a) = Time of Efficiency of a process or activity 

T(a) = cycle time duration of a process or activity 

PT(a) = Planned Time duration of an activity. This is a big 

data based function that is inferred by the historical registry 

of the DSS. 

OF : E(a )≥ 100  OF = Objective Function 
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2.3 PHASE 3. Execution 

During this phase the operational systems are executed making the listeners and the overall DSS 

fully operational. During the execution phase, the overall infrastructure is monitored including 

matching of defined patterns of events and real data along with expected metrics.  

The next phase is only reached once the trial-execution phase is completed successfully. 

2.4 PHASE 4. Control 

Outcomes of the overall implementation are analyzed by business users during this phase. Fig. 4 

illustrates the different dimensions on which the analysis can be focused in this phase: 

 

Fig. 4. Business process analytics on different dimensions 

Effectively, the system processes the analytical data from three different perspectives [28]:  

1) Historical Analysis: the analysis of the event logs to provide business users with a 

powerful understanding of what has happened in the past,  

2) Business Activity Monitoring: monitoring and evaluation of  what is happening at 

present, 

3) Predictive Analysis: this will give analysts the ability to predict the behavior of process 

instances in the future.  

2.5 PHASE 5. Diagnosis 

Inspired by [32], the purpose of this phase is to evaluate the improvement results and ensure 

whether the operation performance of the problematic processes have achieved desired results. 

According to [33], the improvement phase is considered to be the most creative phase during a 

BPM project so, personnel working in this phase must be creative and competent to extract 

meaningful information from results.  

Thus personnel may exploit the DSS capabilities such as visualization to identify hot-spots, or 

re-run event streams in simulation mode in order to perform root cause analysis, among others.  

Once the weaknesses are found, they must be eliminated from the operational systems. In such a 

case, the business process is re-designed and re-deployed in the operational environment, and 

the improvement lifecycle starts over again on a continuous refinement basis. 
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3. Case Study 

We present a case study intended to test the methodology proposed by using a big data based 

DSS described in [19]. The case study is focused on the improvement of the service delivery 

process for call centers to enhance productivity while maintaining effective customer 

relationships. Call centers play an essential role in the strategic operations of organizations as it 

directly impacts on customer loyalty and their experiences greatly influence in their decision to 

stay or leave that organization [34]. The provision of effective customer service is crucial for 

corporations in running a competitive business environment.  

In our approach we model a hypothetical large-scale international company with presence in 

multiple countries. This fictitious enterprise provides worldwide customer service assistance. 

Their call centers are spread around the globe assisting customers from different regions and in 

multiple languages (see Fig. 7). Every call flows through one or many call centers routing 

inbound calls towards the most suitable free agent to attend the request with the aim of 

providing the customer with the best service value. The flow of the incoming calls is modelled 

and represented as the target business process that we aim to monitor, analyze and improve.  

Before proceeding with the description of the business process, we must first give a brief 

overview of how call centers internally work. Typically, a call center (see Fig. 5) is comprised of 

the following main components: a PABX (Private Automatic Branch Exchange), an IVR 

(Interactive Voice Response), multiple queue channels (normally grouped by categories), an 

ACD (Automatic Call Distributor) and a number of agents that handle the incoming calls. Every 

agent normally has a workstation that is connected to a specific-purpose enterprise information 

system. Usually, these systems are customer relationship management systems (CRM) or hybrid 

systems that complement each other to fulfil the customer demands. The PABX is the entry 

point to the call center and supports IVR and ACD functionality. A number of extensions are 

connected to a PABX, and every extension is attached to the ACD. The ACD switch is 

responsible for dispatching an incoming call over a certain line by selecting an extension with a 

free agent. An incoming call is first routed to an IVR once it succeeded to establish a 

communication with the trunk line in the PABX. The IVR provides standard message recording 

which drives the caller through a menu to select the most appropriate category to the customer. 

Finally, the ACD dispatches the call to the most suitable free agent. Alternatively, if the call 

center workload is unbalanced, inbound calls may be forwarded to another call center according 

to the customer requested services and needs [35]. 
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Fig. 5. Call center overview (adapted from [35]). 

Based on the aforementioned assumptions, the objective business process aimed to be improved 

is illustrated in BPMN notation in Fig. 6. 

The improvement of the business process can drastically impact on the overall performance 

level of a call center. Of course, it is important not to drive the wrong type of behavior by 

rewarding agents for closing calls too quickly, and perhaps not dealing correctly with the 

customer query or problem. Notwithstanding, normal process throughput is basically measured 

in terms of waiting time of calls, the rates of abandons, and the productivity of the agents based 

on the number of calls handled and their duration. These measures will give analysts an insight 

into critical factors that will directly affect business process performance such as routing 

policies, queues distribution, overloads, abandonments, retrials, etc. 

[35] outlines the following benchmarks for a well-run call center: 1) the agent under-utilisation 

level never goes up above the 5% of their total workload capacity, 2) the rate of call handling is 

approximately one thousand calls per hour over one hundred agents, 3) by average, a half of 

incoming calls are answered immediately and 4) the abandon rate for calls on standby waiting 

for service ranges between a negligible 1 and 2 per cent. These high levels of service quality are 

very hard to accomplish for a call center, even for the most productive ones. This case study 

aims to achieve a global visibility of call center performance that will lay the ground for gaining 

an insight into the improvement of the overall quality of customer service.   
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Fig. 6. Business process in BPMN notation 

The estimated volume of call arrivals is expected to be huge, whereby the number of events 

generated by the call center will grow considerably over time. In order to achieve a timely 

monitoring and analysis of call center performance, the big data based DSS system introduced 

in [19] has been leveraged and applied in conjunction with the proposed methodology. The 

implementation methodology is rolled out in the following sections. 

3.1 PHASE 1. Definition 

3.1.1 Identification of scope and boundaries  

In this phase we identify 18 business nodes that correspond to the different call centers that are 

spread around the globe. The call centers are outlined in the following table. Whereas the 

volume of event data tends to be huge over time, the analysis will be broken down into several 

distinct locations. The reason for splitting the data analysis process through many locations is 

twofold: 1) performance reasons: the vast amount of event data produced by an individual call 

center is easier to manage when it is stored and analyzed in isolation and 2) managerial 

reasons: the improvement process is greatly simplified as it allows business users to perform 

data analysis locally on individual call centers. This enables analysts to drill down into greater 

level of details within the scope of a particular call center rather than dealing with a broader 

view of the entire business service. This is more efficient and manageable to detect and identify 

exceptional issues that affect the performance of other call centers. Thereby, each call center 
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will manage its own data locally, and the data interaction between call centers will be shared 

among them (see Fig. 7).  

Call Center ID  Location Call Center ID  Location 

CC01 

CC02 

CC03 

CC04 

CC05 

CC06 

CC07 

CC08 

CC09 

USA (East) 

USA (West) 

Canada 

Ireland 

Mexico 

Venezuela 

Brazil 

Argentina 

South Africa 

CC10 

CC11 

CC12 

CC13 

CC14 

CC15 

CC16 

CC17 

CC18 

Spain 

Norway 

Algeria 

Ukraine 

Russia 

India 

China 

Japan 

Australia 

Table 3- Call center identification 

  

 

Fig. 7. Call center locations 

3.1.2 Definition of sub-processes, activities and sub-activities 

In this case study we aim to analyze the performance of the service delivery process of call 

centers. For this purpose, we define a global process that represents the service request that may 

flow through diverse call centers in different locations to cater the customer demand. 

Consequently, we define a sub-process as an incoming customer call that is processed within a 

particular call center. The activities and sub-activities of incoming calls correspond to the tasks 

and sub-tasks defined in the business process depicted in Fig. 6. 

3.1.3 Determination of level of detail within business processes 

The process performance improvement is intended to be performed on every call center, and 

this entails the monitoring and analysis of a wide range of information such as routing policies, 

queues distribution, overloads, abandonments, etc. Therefore, the data gathering and analysis 

must include the activity level of those tasks specified in the business process (see Fig. 6). 
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3.1.4 Development of model tables 

For constructing the model table we have identified the activities (tasks) of the target process 

and determined their relevance for inclusion in the analysis. The next table outlines the process 

model developed and highlights those activities that are discarded. These tasks are rejected 

mainly because either they are irrelevant or supply useless information for decision making.    

Process  Activity Activity 
Parent 

Properties  

Incoming.Call   Region.Identification* 

Swicth.Call 

Message.Recording.Reporduction 

Request.Service 

Enqueue.Call 

Dispatch.Call 

Process.Request 

 CallID 

CallID, Country 

CallID, Country , Category 

CallID, Country , Category 

CallID, Country , Category 

CallID, Country , Category, 
AgentID 

CallID, Country , Category, 
AgentID, CustomerID 

Table 4 - Call-center process model 

*The “Region.Identification” activity is eliminated from the analysis because it does not affect the overall 

business process performance. This operation is attained by the call-center software and it is assumed it 

performs very quickly. 

3.2 PHASE 2. Configuration 

3.2.1 Business nodes provisioning and software boundaries identification 

We deployed 18 BASU nodes in a test environment for evaluating the approach. Once every 

business node is provisioned, the process model developed in the previous phase is loaded in 

every node. The BASU units deployed are outlined in Fig. 8. In a real case, this phase is crucial 

to identify the specific software requirements of every call center along with their internal 

information systems such as CRM, ERP, etc. The interaction among those systems gains special 

relevance in this step since the integration and data sharing between both will be essential when 

designing and implementing the listeners in a later stage. For instance, we must identify how the 

CallID is represented, stored and linked in the CRM system for a specific customer request. 

Whilst shared attributes like CallID, and CustomerID are part of the event payload, these are 

sourced from different systems, so this should be taken into account when implementing the 

listeners. In this study case, the event generation is performed using a simulation tool, and thus 

the analysis of the software boundaries is waived in this step. 

3.2.2 Selection of event data format 

We selected exBPAF as the event format since we do not require integration with other process 

mining tools. Furthermore, exBPAF does not require format conversion on the DSS since it 

already deals with BPAF internally.  

3.2.3 Event correlation data determination 

This phase is critical to recreate successfully the inbound customer calls across call centers. For 

the purpose of this case study, and assuming that the call-center software is able to generate a 

unique ID per call across nodes, the correlation data to be used is the identification number that 
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is managed by call centers to identify incoming calls (CallID). This information will uniquely 

identify the process instance along the sequence of events.  

3.2.4 Listeners implementation 

For the implementation of the listeners we leveraged a simulation tool that generates the 

sequence of events according to a specific distribution function. The call duration time, volume 

of incoming calls, peak times, rate of abandons, and other relevant features used for diagnosis 

have been configured as input in the simulation engine (see PHASE 3. Execution). The aim of 

these specific settings is to demonstrate that the expected outputs on the DSS are those 

configured on the simulation side. Namely, the DSS is able to detect and identify any 

exceptional situation originating from the simulation. Below is a sample event generated by the 

listener. 

<ns2:Event EventID="0e2c1d29-e6ea-4405-bd54-9648999d0326" ServerID="BASU-CC04" 

ProcessDefinitionID="IC" ProcessName="Incoming.Call" ActivityDefinitionID="PR" 

ActivityName="Process.Request" Timestamp="2014-06-25T09:14:53.190+01:00" 

xmlns:ns2="http://www.uc3m.es/softlab/basu/event"> 

 <EventDetails PreviousState="Open.NotRunning.Ready" 

CurrentState="Open.Running.InProgress"/> 

 <Correlation> 

     <CorrelationData> 

         <CorrelationElement key="CallID" value="a7256c96-83ee-467e-bb84-

135b35bbba31"/> 

     </CorrelationData> 

 </Correlation> 

 <Payload key="Country" value="Ireland [IE]"/> 

 <Payload key="Category" value="Help Desk"/> 

 <Payload key="AgentID" value="27AC0491"/> 

 <Payload key="CustomerID" value="19408284761"/> 

</ns2:Event> 

   

3.2.5 Selection of metrics and KPIs. 

The set of metrics and KPIs selected for the purpose of this case study are specified below. The 

DSS-standard metrics are outlined in the Table 5 for representing behavioral measures, and 

Table 6 for the structural ones. 

DSS-Standard 
Measure  

Description 

Throughput time  

Change-Over time 

Processing time 

Waiting time 

Suspended time 

 

Total amount of time for a call to process.  

Time elapsed since a call is assigned to an agent until the agent caters the 

customer request. 

Effective amount of time for an agent to process the request. 

Time elapsed for a call in on-hold state waiting for a free agent to cater the call. 

Total suspension time of a call by an agent while processing the request. 

Table 5 - DSS-Standard behavioural measures. 
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DSS-Standard 
Measure  

Description 

Running cases  

Successful cases 

Failed cases 

Aborted cases 

 

Number of incoming calls processed.  

Number of incoming calls that were processed successfully. 

Number of incoming calls that were processed unsuccessfully (did not fulfil the 
customer demand). 

Number of incoming calls that abandoned the queue.  

Table 6 - DSS-Standard structural measures. 

The KPI's outlined above are deduced by querying and filtering the event data gathered from the 

listeners. The details of how this calculation is performed are out of scope in this paper. 

Regarding to the KPI selection, and only for illustration purposes, we have selected the 

following behavioral and structural KPI's for measuring and identifying non-compliant 

situations (in or near) real-time. 

Behavioral KPIs 

Congestion: This KPI uses the waiting time measure and sets a threshold value for those time 

intervals that are susceptible to experience some congestion at peak times. This measure gives 

an insight into the workload of agents and the need to allocate resources during certain periods 

of time. This threshold value is agreed at design time during the simulation stage. When the 

threshold is reached, an alert is fired on the DSS. 

Agent efficiency: This KPI measures the agent efficiency by computing the total amount of time 

that it takes the agent to process the customer request and the effective time used to handle the 

call. 

)Pt(P)Th(p=AE(a) aa /  
AE(a) = Efficiency rate of agent “a” 

Th(pa) = Throughput time of instances handled by 

agent “a” on “Process.Request” activity. 

Pt(pa) = Processing time of instances handled by 

agent “a” on “Process.Request” activity. 

Structural KPIs 

Abandon rate: This KPI computes the average rate of abandons per category. This enables the 

system to detect bottlenecks or inefficiencies on a determined queue or category. This is 

calculated by obtaining the aborted instances of the “Enqueue.Call” activity per every running 

instance of the “Request.Service” activity.  
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AR(c) = Abandon rate KPI for the category “c” 

AC(i) = Number of aborted cases  for instances 

of process “Process.Request” under the 

category “c” 

RC(j) = Number of running cases  for instances 

of process “Process.Request” under the 

category “c” 

Productivity: This KPI measures the productivity of the call center. This is calculated by 

obtaining the successful instances of the “Process.Request” activity for every running instance 

of the “Request.Service” category.  

)(:"."

)(:""

jRCServiceRequest

iSCquestProcess.Re
=P

j

i




 

P = Productivity of the call center 

AC(i) = Number of successful cases for instances 

of process “Process.Request”  

RC(j) = Number of running cases for instances of 

process “Request.Service” 

Overload: This KPI measures the number of correlated events across call centers. The objective 

function counts the number of executions of the “Switch.Call” activity. When a call center is 

overloaded the software switches the call to an alternative node, thereby generating a new 

activity on the target call center with the same CallID but with different source. 

3.3 PHASE 3. Execution 

The evaluation has been accomplished successfully in a test environment that follows the 

infrastructure depicted on Fig. 8. A large amount of event data was generated by the simulation 

tool whereby inbound calls were generated in order to simulate flows that cross multiple call 

centers. Moreover, different scenarios were built and configured in the simulation engine in 

order to produce the desire outcomes on the DSS. These hypothetical cases aimed to detect 

exceptional situations such as overload, low running resources on peak times, high abandon 

rates, etc. 

The simulation model was based on a discrete event simulation approach. The simulation was 

built using DESMO-J, which is a java-based simulation library that supports both event-oriented 

and process-oriented modelling approaches. The events generated from the simulation model 

were persisted before being forwarded to the specific event channels for processing on the DSS 

side. The model implementation used three main entity types: 

 Calls: whose properties stored details about the caller ID, caller location, calling time 

and service category. 

 Call agents: which hold references to the call center in which they are located and 

which type of service that each agent can help with. 

 Call centers: which store information about the call centers locations and the backup 

centers in case of unbalancing. 
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The model defined six different classes of events, the Table 7 presents the events and their 

descriptions. 

Event Description 

Incoming Call 

Dispatch Call 

Service End 

Enqueue Call 

Switch Call 

Abandon Queue 

A new call arrival at a defined point of time.  

An idle agent is assigned to handle an incoming or awaiting call. 

A call was successfully handled by a call agent. 

A call was put on-hold because all agents are busy. 

A call has been switched to another call center in case that the max on-hold 
time was exceeded. 

A call abandoned the queue. 

Table 7 - List of events and descriptions 

The model included four queues of idle call agents in each call center, where each queue 

represents a different category of service. Similarly, each call center had four queues of awaiting 

calls. Since the simulation scenario involved 18 call centers in different locations, 144 queues, 

collectively, were needed to be created during each simulation experiment. In addition, the 

event listeners where represented as dispatchers. The dispatcher is a core component 

responsible for relaying the events generated from the simulation engine to the DSS. The 

dispatcher included the capability to control the timing of the transmitted messages, which 

could be used to measure the capacity of the framework.  

 
Fig. 8. DSS infrastructure 
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3.4 PHASE 4. Control 

We successfully experienced that the outcomes of the DSS were those expected. The execution 

outcomes, measures and KPIs did not present any statistical significance in respect with the 

values set in the simulation engine as input. Likewise, exceptional cases such as bottlenecks, 

overloads and failure rates (abandons) were properly identified and detected by the system. 

3.5 PHASE 5. Diagnosis 

This phase is out of scope in this paper since we are designing a case study based on a simulated 

environment through the use of models that represent diverse hypothetical cases.  

4. Conclusions and future work 

This paper has presented a methodology and system which leverages the scalability and 

processing power of Big Data to provide business process monitoring and analysis across 

complex, multi-level supply chains. The system itself is extensible, and allows a number of 

event formats to be used in the data collection. The case study has demonstrated the 

functionality and robustness of the implementation. By using a simulation to generate event data 

in any quantity desired, and running it in either real-time or in accelerated mode, we can test the 

scalability of the system. Further work will be devoted to applying the methodology and 

framework to a variety of application domains, such as manufacturing, logistics and healthcare. 

Each domain has its own interfacing issues, process and organizational configurations, as well 

specialized performance measurements. For example, this approach should be highly useful in a 

distributed, decentralized "system of systems" such as healthcare, where individual business 

units need their own performance monitoring and evaluation. At the same time, the national 

health services need to monitor and improve efficiencies and outcomes along multiple care 

pathways. Additional work is also need to develop improved data visualization and 'playback' 

facilities for the system to allow process engineers to view and drill-down into aggregate and 

individual event data. 
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